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Cloud Computing: Explained
Cloud computing is a general term for the delivery of hosted
services over the Internet. M-Tech’s cloud desktop enables you
to access your applications and data from anywhere there is an
internet connection, giving ultimate flexibility. Servers and data
live in the cloud so there’s no need to store anything on-site.
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We have architected
and deployed our
own Cloud, which
runs on premium
Nutanix, VMware and
Citrix infrastructure,
the internationally
recognised vendors
of choice for the
world’s most
advanced cloud
infrastructure.
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Benefits of The Cloud
Predictable Budgeting
Cloud desktop is delivered as a monthly subscription model; there are no CapEx,
upfront costs involved. This means there’s no longer a need to invest in your own
servers, freeing up floor space and reducing power and cooling costs.
Fully Managed
To ensure your IT experience is seamless, we fully manage it for you. You can be
confident in the knowledge that your software upgrades, anti-virus protection, firewall
and backup are all kept up to date and monitored. As and when you need to add more
users we’ll take care of this for you, assigning access to the appropriate employees.
As your business scales we’ll simply scale your cloud provision to match.
Ultimate Flexibility
In the event that employees are unable to come in to the office but still able to work
they can access the cloud and therefore all their data via any PC, tablet or laptop; it’s
as simple as visiting a webpage and logging in.
No on-site server hardware
 reatly reduced technical support
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Repurpose existing desktop hardware

Near instant disaster recovery

Cost effective new desktop hardware

Ask about our mtech.cloud Case Studies

How do I Move to The Cloud?
Moving to the Cloud couldn’t be easier, M-Tech will come in and remove your legacy
equipment, leaving just thin clients and peripherals where applicable. If your existing
PCs are in a good condition we will convert them into thin clients using the IGEL
Universal Desktop Converter. There’s no more to it than that; log in and begin your day.

